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Abstract
Fairness of Artificial Intelligence (AI) decisions has become a big challenge for governments, companies, and societies. We 
offer a theoretical contribution to consider AI ethics outside of high-level and top-down approaches, based on the distinction 
between “reality” and “world” from Luc Boltanski. To do so, we provide a new perspective on the debate on AI fairness 
and show that criticism of ML unfairness is “realist”, in other words, grounded in an already instituted reality based on 
demographic categories produced by institutions. Second, we show that the limits of “realist” fairness corrections lead to the 
elaboration of “radical responses” to fairness, that is, responses that radically change the format of data. Third, we show that 
fairness correction is shifting to a “domination regime” that absorbs criticism, and we provide some theoretical and practical 
avenues for further development in AI ethics. Using an ad hoc critical space stabilized by reality tests alongside the algorithm, 
we build a shared responsibility model which is compatible with the radical response to fairness issues. Finally, this paper 
shows the fundamental contribution of pragmatic sociology theories, insofar as they afford a social and political perspective 
on AI ethics by giving an active role to material actors such as database formats on ethical debates. In a context where data 
are increasingly numerous, granular, and behavioral, it is essential to renew our conception of AI ethics on algorithms in 
order to establish new models of responsibility for companies that take into account changes in the computing paradigm.

Keywords Fairness · Machine learning · Pragmatic sociology · Big data · Business ethics · Artificial intelligence · 
Responsibility model

Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms are increasingly used 
in a wide variety of sectors such as human resources, bank-
ing, health, and legal services for tasks such as job candi-
date screening (Liem et al., 2018), consumer credit scoring 
(Hand & Henley, 1997), medical diagnosis (Kononenko, 
2001), and judicial sentencing (Kleinberg et al., 2018). 
While these systems are efficient and significantly impact 
businesses and organizations (Little, 1970), new challenges 

of various kinds arise when they are used. Algorithm biases, 
discrimination, and consequently unfairness have been iden-
tified in various AI applications, such as predictive models in 
justice (Larson et al., 2016), facial recognition (Buolamwini 
& Gebru, 2018), search engines (Kay et al., 2015), advertis-
ing (Sweeney, 2013; Datta et al., 2018), speech recognition 
(Tatman, 2016), AI for recruitment (Leicht-Deobald et al., 
2019), and predictive models in healthcare (Obermeyer 
et al., 2019). Consequently, ethics of AI have become a big 
challenge for governments and societies, and most of the 
world’s leading universities have recently created multidis-
ciplinary centers of research on AI that focus primarily on 
responsible AI. The responsible AI movement has spread to 
most countries and universities, policy makers, companies, 
and non-profit organizations (Jobin et al., 2019).

Recently, these responsible initiatives regarding AI have 
come under criticism. At least 84 ethical guidelines (Mit-
telstadt et al., 2016) have been drawn up to provide high-
level principles—such as fairness, privacy, transparency, 
etc.—as a basis for the ethical development of AI. AI eth-
ics is governed by principlism (Mittelstadt, 2019), meaning 
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that theoretical moral frameworks are produced deductively 
from abstract principles and then applied to practices. 
Recent studies criticize principlism for not sufficiently 
taking into account the particularities of these algorithms 
and the context of their development and warn against the 
side effects that can be induced when top-down measures 
are too prevalent (Mittelstadt, 2019, Powers & Ganascia, 
2020). Another responsible initiative in AI—namely Fair 
ML—is likewise criticized for its top-down and high-level 
approach. Fair Machine Learning (Fair ML) is a branch of 
AI ethics involved in technically building fairness-aware 
learning algorithms to avoid discrimination against minori-
ties (Mehrabi et al., 2019). Using different high-level defini-
tions of fairness, Fair ML integrates ethical constraints into 
ML algorithms. However, like principlism, recent papers 
criticize these “fair” techniques because they do not suffi-
ciently take into account the context in which the algorithm 
is applied and which produces side effects (John-Mathews, 
2022; Fazelpour & Lipton, 2020). For example, methods for 
correcting fairness may actually accentuate intra-category 
inequality (e.g., inequalities between females) in favor of 
inter-category inequality (e.g., inequality between male and 
female) (Speicher et al., 2018). Other authors claim that 
“fair” algorithms produced by Fair ML abstract away and 
miss the socio-technical context” (Selbst et al., 2019). They 
call for a deeper understanding of “the social” implementa-
tion of algorithmic techniques to avoid a limited, techno-
logically deterministic, and expert-driven view of AI ethics 
(Greene et al., 2019).

While the criticisms of AI ethics focus on their lack of 
integration of the socio-technical context, we show in this 
paper that a new trend in fair ML is the endeavor to respond 
to these criticisms by integrating the context through the de-
categorization of the input data. In this new configuration, 
the input data become more granular, behavioral, and volu-
minous. We show that this recent trend—towards softer and 
de-categorized input data—appears as a response that claims 
to better integrate the particularities of the socio-technical 
world and avoid the side effects of the top-down AI ethics.

How does the softening of data structure become a 
response to the above-mentioned criticisms of Fair ML and 
therefore a solution to build fair algorithms? What are the 
limits to this new trend? More generally, can we propose 
a theoretical framework to understand the debate around 
the construction of fair algorithms? What are the practical 
consequences of this theoretical framework in terms of a 
corporate responsibility model?

To theorize the debate on Fair ML and draw conclusions 
in terms of business ethics, we argue that pragmatic sociol-
ogy affords useful concepts to map the criticisms of Fair ML 
and its responses. As some authors have shown in the field 
of bioethics, principled ethics are sometimes too high-level 
and miss the particularities, complexities, and contingencies 

of real moral issues (Hoffmaster 2018), hence the need for 
a pragmatic and bottom-up approach to ethics that can take 
into account contextual aspects. Other authors in business 
ethics (Martin & Freeman, 2004) have also called for the 
use of STS and pragmatism to study technology ethics. 
According to Martin and Freeman 2004, “where business 
ethicists are making implicit assumptions in their treatment 
of technology, STS scholars have been explicitly analyzing 
technology and society in an attempt to understand how the 
two interrelate”. Pragmatism builds ethics from people's 
lived experience, perceptions, narratives and interpreta-
tions and shows how people in their daily lives mobilize 
and combine multiple normative expectations. By provid-
ing reasonable pluralism (Freeman 1994), pragmatism “cap-
tures the broader understanding of technology advocated 
by those in STS and allows business ethicists to analyze a 
broader array of dilemmas and decisions” (Martin & Free-
man, 2004). Pragmatic ethics therefore only acquire meaning 
in the everyday practices of normal lives when individuals 
formulate criticisms and expect them to be intersubjectively 
recognized by others (Galvez et al., 2020). From a pragmatic 
tradition, this paper does not start from an already defined 
ethics (such as ethics of duty, virtue ethics, consequential 
ethics) to explain and understand observed phenomena. 
We instead seek to describe how a given socio-technical 
situation can bring out a certain normative reality (Sect. 6) 
through the mediation of a set of technical equipments (see 
last section). In other words, we seek to describe how nor-
mative categories can emerge in a particular socio-technical 
situation (situations of algorithmic unfairness when the for-
mat of databases changes).

To give meaning to AI ethics and its recent attempt to 
absorb contextual elements, we use the theoretical distinc-
tion between world and reality as defined by Boltanski, one 
of the most prominent researchers of the “pragmatic” school 
of French sociology. Boltanski's pragmatic sociology has 
been used in numerous works in business ethics to account 
for complex ethical situations given the particularity and 
diversity of the various actors’ narratives (Galvez et al., 
2020; Mercier-Roy & Mailhot, 2019; Dey & Lehner, 2017; 
Cloutier & Langley, 2017).

The purpose of this research is to shed new light on the 
current controversy on AI fairness. First, we provide a theo-
retical framework to understand how ethics in AI is evolving 
in a context where data and computation techniques change. 
Second, this research describes how to build a responsibil-
ity model that addresses this change using the Boltanskian 
concept of reality test (épreuve de réalité). Finally, this paper 
shows the fundamental contribution of pragmatic sociology, 
insofar as it affords a social and political perspective on AI 
ethics by giving an active role to material actors such as 
database formats on ethical debates.
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To this end, in Sect. 1 we adopt analogical reasoning to 
present an analogy between Boltanski’s concepts of reality 
tests and ML algorithmic systems. In Sect. 2, we show that 
criticism pointing out the unfairness of ML methods takes 
Boltanski’s “realist” point of view because criticisms are 
based on demographic categories produced by institutions. 
In Sect. 3, we show that the realist fixing strategy of the Fair 
ML community is insufficient to address the fairness issue. 
After presenting, in Sect. 4, the “radical” response to fair-
ness through Boltanski’s world concept, in Sect. 5 we use 
Boltanski’s framework of managerial domination regime to 
show that Fair ML methods confuse the world with reality. 
Finally, in Sect. 6, we discuss the operational contributions 
of our theorizing in terms of corporate responsibility model.

Algorithmic Situations as a Reality Test

From Boltanski’s Reality Test to Algorithm

We consider algorithmic situations sustained by ML meth-
ods as “reality tests” (épreuves de réalité) as understood by 
Boltanski and Thévenot (1983). These reality tests are more 
or less ritualized moments of social life such as contests, 
recruitment processes, sports competitions or the realization 
of a project during which the skills and qualities of people 
are evaluated and validated. Starting from a state of reality 
constituted by the input data, the algorithmic tests produce 
choices, rankings or scores that transform the initial situation 
according to a given objective. To do so, they rely on prin-
ciples allowing the ML process to select, measure, and help 
decision-making with relevancy and legitimacy. The opera-
tions carried out by ML methods are frequently described 
in terms of three different spaces (Friedler et al., 2016). The 
input data X constitute the observed space and the result of 
the calculation (Y in Fig. 1) makes up the decision space. 
Between the two spaces, the data scientist who sets up the 
algorithm must imagine a latent space traditionally char-
acterized as the hypothesis space in ML process (Mitchell, 

1997)—that encloses the ideal variables governing the deci-
sion according to the objective1 (Fig. 1).

For example, when recruiting new employees in a com-
pany using an ML algorithm that rates candidates, selected 
criteria may include the recruitment of intelligent, motivated 
and competent candidates. But these latent variables—which 
form the basis for the justification of the algorithmic deci-
sion in the hypothesis space—do not exist in the actual data 
from the observed space X (i.e., gender, qualifications, past 
professional experiences, etc.). The latent variables of the 
hypothesis space refer to optimal characteristics on which 
the final decision to recruit or not will be based. It is there-
fore necessary to find good approximations in the observed 
space of latent variables in the hypothesis space, so that the 
decision can effectively be made according to the qualities 
projected in the latent hypothesis space. In traditional uses of 
ML methods, data scientists verify the quality of the articu-
lation between the observed space and the latent hypothesis 
space in the feature engineering step (Ghiassi et al., 2016). 
The idea that a data scientist is able, at least approximately, 
to produce an intelligible—i.e., “semantic”—interpretation 
of the link between the observed space and the hypothesis 
space has for a long time been the basis of vigilance regard-
ing the quality and fairness of ML models (Mitchell, 1997). 
For example, the data scientist can check whether, at equal 
levels of competence (hypothesis space), the algorithm cre-
ates different decisions (decision space) between black and 
white people (observed space).

However, this relationship between observed space and 
latent hypothesis space is now increasingly inaccessible for 
verification and criticism (Burrel, 2016). This is the conse-
quence of the massive transformation in the volume, nature 
and status of the data used to produce predictions in AI. To 
highlight the extent of this shift, consider two examples of 
databases on credit attribution used in the ML literature. The 
first one is the German credit dataset (Hofmann, 1990). It 
contains observations (observed space) on 20 variables for 
1000 past applicants for credit. Each applicant was rated as 
“good credit” (700 cases) or “bad credit” (300 cases) (deci-
sion space). Most variables are qualitative such as personal 
status, sex, credit history, credit purpose, and so on, and 
can contain multiple encoded categories (hypothesis space). 
For example, the job variable is coded with five possible 
attributes: unemployed, unskilled, skilled, management, 
and highly qualified employees. This traditional dataset is 
characterized by a few number of variables, each one being 

Fig. 1  The three spaces of the ML process

1 The hypothesis space in Machine learning (Mitchell 1997) can 
be related to Akrich’s script: engineers and developers of technol-
ogy inscribe visions or preferences of how the world works (Akrich 
1992). Designers of algorithms make assumptions about what the 
world will do and inscribe how their algorithm will fit into that world, 
which is very similar to the hypothesis space of Machine Learning 
engineers.
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subdivided into a few modalities, providing a stable and 
homogeneous description of each data point.

The second set of data is a typical example of the new 
type of information that the digital revolution has made 
available. Like the former one, it has been used by Lu et al. 
(2019) used to generate credit scores (decision space), in an 
article that won the Best Paper Award at the International 
Conference on Information Systems 2019. This dataset is 
composed of a much larger number of data points and the 
number of variables has increased dramatically. For each 
loan applicant, the platform collects personal behaviors 
like: (i) online shopping records (order time, product name, 
price, quantity, receiver information); (ii) cell phone-related 
records (call history, cell phone usage, detailed mobile app 
usage, GPS mobility trajectories); and (iii) social media 
usage (whether the borrower has accounts or not, and if so, 
all posted messages with timestamps and social media pres-
ence including the number of fans, followers, received com-
ments, and received “likes” at weibo.com (observed space). 
Each variable is no longer subdivided into a small number of 
modalities, but into a series of granular pieces of informa-
tion: shopping list, phone calls, travel, social network behav-
ior. The data are no longer aggregated into variables but 
appear as the most elementary pieces of information possi-
ble. The major difference between both datasets concerns the 
observed space: the first dataset is composed of categorical 
entities, the second of granular flows of behavioral traces. 
When the number of input variables increases dramatically 
to form a vector of several tens of thousands of features 
(Mackenzie, 2017), it is no longer possible to project a latent 

hypothesis space and to assess the relationship between the 
observed space and the principle that the model is supposed 
to learn. In this case, the learning method by optimization 
becomes unintelligible. Without the hypothesis space, it is 
then very difficult for the data scientist to verify whether the 
decision of the algorithm is unfair for a certain category of 
the population (Fig. 2). And yet this shift towards granular 
flows of behavioral traces concerns more and more fields in 
Business Analytics, which makes it difficult to address fair-
ness issues in practical cases. This problem is all the more 
important since ML algorithms are increasingly accused of 
discrimination. One illustration is the Amazon hiring algo-
rithm in 2015, ranking candidates with a score based on 
patterns in resumes over a 10-year period, discriminating 
against women, because the score reflected the male over-
representation in technical jobs (Dastin, 2018).

Boltanski’s Distinction Between Reality and World

The distinction between world and reality as proposed by 
Boltanski in On Critique (2011) is particularly useful to 
understand this transformation in the status of data used by 
recent AI techniques (Cardon et al., 2018). In Table 1, we 
use analogical reasoning (Hesse, 1966) to map Boltanski’s 
concept of reality tests (“source domain”) with ML algo-
rithms (“target domain”). As shown by previous theoretical 
works in Information Systems (Leclercq-Vandelannoitte & 
Bertin, 2018), analogy is a central concept for theory build-
ing and transfer of meaning from a “source domain” to a 
“target domain”. Each domain is specified by a relational 
system composed of a set of objects, properties and rela-
tions. A mapping function is supposed to exist between the 
relational systems of each domain (Bartha, 2013).

Table 1 presents analogies linking both domain relational 
systems. According to Boltanski (2011), reality corresponds 
to a social order that is constantly supported by institutions 
to produce stable and shared qualifications and representa-
tions of the social world. In the recruitment use case for 
instance, reality is about gender, qualifications, past pro-
fessional experiences, etc. For the credit attribution, reality 
gathers the elements of the German credit system database. 
Reality exists because it is instituted by organized reality 

Fig. 2  The shift from Reality to World 

Table 1  Analogy from Boltanski’s theory to AI fairness

Source domain: Boltanski’s theory Target domain: AI fairness

Test Reality tests select and classify social agent ML algorithm can be used to select and classify individuals
Reality Statistical categorization produced by institutions Categories in observed datasets
World World is everything that happens. World is unknown, uncertain, and 

is only represented by reality through reality tests
The underlying phenomenon generating data

Criticism Realist criticism of reality tests is using institutionalized categories Fairness debate in ML uses institutionalized categories to 
criticize algorithms
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tests of the social world (competitions, recruitment, rank-
ing, qualification, etc.) that are supported by institutions or 
quasi-institutions. These reality tests define the categories 
and symbolic representations allowing people to say that 
a result is fair or unfair (Boltanski & Thévenot, 1983). It is 
also on the basis of these same categorical representations 
that the results of reality tests can be criticized—and we will 
call this “realist criticism”. By using other categories (such 
as sex, gender, qualifications, etc.), it is possible to show that 
the results of a reality test, such as contests for enrollment 
at academic institutions, are unfair because they produce 
discrimination by favoring children from more privileged 
backgrounds. However, results of reality tests can be con-
tested from a broader perspective that reveals the artificiality 
and the arbitrariness of categories serving to stabilize reality 
and our ordinary sense of justice. Boltanski (2011) defines 
world—“everything that happens”—as the background 
against which it is possible to denounce the artificiality of 
reality. The test then appears unfair because it does not take 
into account the singularity of the candidates’ profiles. This 
singularity is not captured by the existing categories because 
the test criteria are imperfect, since other dimensions of the 
world should be included in the computation. The approach 
of pragmatic sociology considers that we should think of 
the social world as a set of ongoing processes rather than as 
a collection of social entities and structures (Abbott, 2016). 
Criticism of the results of the reality tests can then be called 
“radical”—or “existential” (Boltanski, 2011, p. 103)—in the 
sense that it emphasizes the existence of a denser and richer 
world of facts than the information used in the selection 
process. As our second example with Chinese loan applica-
tion data shows (Lu et al., 2019), big data claim to record 
a broadening and singularization of information. We think 
that this distinction between reality and world allows for a 
theoretical reading of an essential shift that is taking place 
today in the prediction techniques of AI. Until recently, sta-
tistical methods have been used extensively, based on cat-
egorical data produced by organizations (states, companies) 
that can be understood as reality, as defined by Boltanski 
(2011). However, with the development of huge numerical 
databases, current calculators can produce predictions by 
integrating more and more elements of the world and by 
considerably increasing the number of data, variables and 
information on which calculated predictions can be based.

Realist Criticism on Machine Learning 
Unfairness

Many cases of ML unfairness have been identified and 
denounced by academics and the media in the last few years. 
We argue in this paper that these criticisms belong to a “real-
ist” vision, on two grounds: (1) criticism is mostly supported 

by two “protected categories”, namely race and gender; and 
(2) they are using statistical indicators of fairness calculating 
differential treatment by the ML algorithm, between these 
“protected” categories. This criticism is therefore realist 
since it is based on categorical and stabilized representa-
tions of reality by proposing to redress/correct the relative 
share of one category in relation to another. The implicit 
theory of justice that it implements thus needs to rely on a 
system of categorization whose meanings are shared and 
validated by institutions in order to correct the harms of 
unequal distribution.

Criticism of Machine Learning Unfairness Anchored 
in Boltanski’s Reality Vision

The ordinary meaning of just and unjust is based on the 
representations that individuals have forged in a social 
world, and which in turn have shaped categories produced 
by institutions and companies (Boltanski & Thévenot, 1983; 
Desrosières, 1998). The demographic representation of the 
distribution of certain categories informs types of criticism 
that evolve according to historical conjunctures. In the aca-
demic literature denouncing algorithmic unfairness, criti-
cism mainly focuses on sensitive categories, such as gender 
or race. In the use case of ML algorithms for recruitment, 
discrimination against women has been shown for stem jobs 
(Lambrecht and Trucker 2019; Dastin, 2018), while it con-
stitutes an infringement of the law. Moreover, other criteria 
of discrimination constitute potential discrimination issues 
in HR ML algorithms for recruitment, such as age, race or 
disability. In what concerns the ML algorithms for credit 
attribution use cases, regulation requires to respect non-
discrimination on categories such as race, gender, address, 
origin or religion. More globally, in order to denounce the 
existence of a bias in algorithmic decisions, it is therefore 
necessary to compare the representation of a category in the 
observed space and in the decision space. This is mainly 
done by fairness metrics that compute demographic distribu-
tion in decision space between categories in observed space.

Production of Fairness Metrics

A recent community of ML researchers is trying to propose 
technical solutions to mitigate those kinds of algorithmic 
biases and to address discrimination. This community—
often referred to as Fair ML—is increasingly popular in ML. 
Many international conferences have addressed the subject, 
such as ACM FAT, FairWare or AIES. Fair ML defines fair-
ness indicators formally, to correct biased ML algorithms. 
Table 2 shows different fairness metrics put forward by the 
Fair ML community (Haas, 2019).
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Each of these fairness metrics is defined as demographic 
differences between two groups in a symbolic and stabilized 
way. Criticism of algorithmic fairness using these metrics is 
then grounded in Boltanski’s reality since they are supported 
by stabilized categorical representations. For instance, in 
ML algorithms for recruitment, one fair ML method to limit 
race discrimination consists in adding a constraint to the 
algorithm integrating equalized odds, with the same false 
positive/true positive rates for black and white individuals. 
If we apply the equal opportunity fair ML method in algo-
rithms for credit attribution, the data scientist will force the 
system to have the same true positive rate for women and 
men.

Repairing Injustice by Fixing Algorithms

The research conducted within the Fair ML community 
mainly aims at finding solutions to integrate corrective 
measures in the calculation of ML methods. To do so, the 
community embeds the above fairness metrics into the con-
struction of the algorithm itself. As a result, these methods 
address and absorb the liberal criticism of discrimination 
by building ML algorithms that optimize a chosen fairness 
metric by design (Hoffmann 2019). We define realist fairness 
engineering as the Fair ML techniques, based on catego-
ries, used to address algorithmic fairness. These are realist 
answers to criticism, in Boltanski’s terms, since they rely 
on a representation between ideal variables, like skills, in 
a latent hypothesis space to assess and correct algorithmic 
fairness. Actually, they use categorical fairness metrics to 
correct ML algorithms without changing data formats and 
models.

Realist Fairness Engineering

Realist fairness engineering consists of two steps. First, data 
scientists select a fairness metric adapted to the context of 
implementation and use of the algorithm. Since fairness met-
rics can be contradictory and antagonistic to each other, the 
context of use of the algorithm must be specified in order to 
associate the appropriate fairness metric with it (Kleinberg 

et al., 2016). Then, in a second step, the algorithm that best 
verifies the fairness metric is built mainly by means of three 
different techniques that are commonly listed in the Fair ML 
literature: pre-processing, in-processing, and post-process-
ing (Mehrabi et al., 2019). Pre-processing techniques aim at 
modifying the training dataset so that solutions with greater 
fairness are calculated (Zemel et al., 2013). In-processing 
techniques adjust algorithms themselves during the learn-
ing process so that the resulting classifier has a high degree 
of fairness (Kamiran & Calders, 2010). These methods 
incorporate fairness metrics as a constraint in the learning 
process. Finally, post-processing techniques aim to achieve 
fairness by adjusting the solution provided by the classifi-
cation algorithm. This can be done by changing decision 
thresholds or the decision itself for some data points (Hardt 
et al., 2016).

A practical application of this philosophy is the IBM 
fairness 360 toolkit (Bellamy et al., 2018). This toolkit pro-
vides several learning methods (pre-learning, in-learning, 
and post-learning) and different fairness indicators (statisti-
cal parity, equal opportunity difference, disparate impact) 
based on categories to address fairness. For each learning 
method, the toolkit quantifies the improvement of fairness 
with respect to the different fairness indicators. In order to 
select the right algorithm, the user is free to test the different 
learning methods and choose the most effective one accord-
ing to the fairness indicator he or she has previously chosen.

Limitations of Realist Fairness Engineering

The integration of fairness corrective measures within the 
calculation is not enough to address criticism of algorith-
mic unfairness. A prominent criticism in today's debate is 
that biases are rooted in the structures of the social world. 
Fair ML is proposing methods to protect “sensitive” groups 
from biases. These groups can be women, black people, gay 
people, minorities and so on. There is already a great deal 
of research and work in social science on gender equality 
and anti-racism. These studies often assume the existence 
of structural power relations between groups, like patriar-
chy or institutional racism, that are grounded in historical 
and social constructions. If we suppose this world structure 

Table 2  Fairness metrics

Fairness metrics Definition

Statistical parity Probability of being classified with the favorable label is independent of group membership
Disparate impact Ratio of probabilities of being classified with the favorable label between protected and unpro-

tected groups is close to one
Equalized odds Both false positive rates and true positive rates for protected and unprotected groups are the same
Equal opportunity True positive rate is the same between protected and unprotected groups
Predictive rate parity Fraction of correct positive predictions is the same for protected and unprotected groups
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reflects reality, Fair ML papers are not addressing world 
issues but only data available to them. These data are moreo-
ver human constructions, so they incorporate power relations 
and therefore need to be managed as social constructions. 
In that sense, data integration, transformation, and modeling 
are operations rooted in a social world and are therefore 
contaminated by power relations within the world (Craw-
ford & Calo, 2016; Eubanks, 2017). As an example, we can 
imagine a team of data scientists working to make hiring 
algorithms less discriminatory towards women. But since 
all the practices of these data scientists are rooted in a socio-
technical world that already encloses relations of domina-
tion, this data scientist team can still have discriminatory 
practices. For example, this team of data scientists can be 
mostly composed of men while fighting against discrimina-
tory algorithms. In that case, fairness fixing is not enough 
since biases are structural.

Statistical correction of biases, referred to as “realist 
answers” to criticism of unequal distribution of resources 
among categories, in Boltanski’s terms, leaves many ques-
tions open. We use concepts from pragmatic sociology and 
its criticism of categorical approaches to propose some limi-
tations of realist fairness engineering. Luc Boltanski's notion 
of world refers to a set of traits, affects, relationships to oth-
ers and things that are not taken into account in objectifica-
tion techniques conventionally used in institutional reality 
tests. The world constantly overflows reality to challenge 
codification techniques, categorization and decision-making 
rules of the devices/social systems that support it.

Representation Can Be Too Simplistic

When the hypothesis space is too simplistic, it may fail to 
represent the singularities of the social world. The social 
world as seen by pragmatic sociology is not composed of 
fixed entities that can be described by variables that have 
monotonic causal relationships with each other. In opposi-
tion to the idea of a “general linear reality”, Andrew Abott's 
processual sociology assumes that the meaning of entities 
changes according to place, situation or interaction (Abbott, 
1988). Hoffmann (2019) shows that antidiscrimination dis-
courses used with single-axis thinking (i.e., gender or race) 
are limited because they fail to address social and contex-
tual issues. Some recent works show the limits of Fair ML 
methods and the potential adverse effects of their imple-
mentation (Fazelpour & Lipton, 2020). Selbst et al. (2019) 
even show that these “Fair” methods are ineffective, inac-
curate, and sometimes dangerously misguided when they 
enter the societal context that surrounds decision-making 
systems. For example, the value of a given fairness metric 
(e.g., demographic parity) is always inaccurate, since it is 
based on historical data testing environments, which can 
highly differ from the socio-technical world.

Intra‑ and Inter‑category Fairness

The categories used to measure fairness produce groups that 
are too large and too homogeneous by ignoring intra-cate-
gory variability. These representations of the social world 
are being increasingly criticized for their normalizing effect 
and their inability to take into account subjective dimen-
sions of the sense of injustice or discrimination. Methods for 
correcting fairness may involve accentuating intra-category 
inequality in favor of inter-category equality. Correcting 
unfairness by changing decisions made by the algorithm for 
an individual in the protected group may consist in favoring 
those who are most privileged in this protected group. In 
the ML algorithm for recruitment, one well-known example 
is positive discrimination, favoring privileged individuals 
in the protected group, and creating intra-category inequal-
ity. These methods can “lead to systematic neglect of some 
injustices and to misguided mitigation strategies” (Fazelpour 
& Lipton, 2020). Methods based on broad and rigid cat-
egories are too simplistic and do not consider the intersec-
tionality and dependencies between attributes of variables 
(Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018).

Trade‑off Between Performance and Fairness

When fairness is measured by a fairness metric, there might 
be a trade-off between algorithm performance and fairness 
(Chatterjee et al., 2009). As an illustration of this trade-off, 
ML algorithms for recruitment can have place of residence 
as an input. Since place of residence is generally correlated 
with race, removing this variable may increase the fairness 
of the algorithm (with regard to the issue of racial discrimi-
nation). However, place of residence can also be correlated 
with skills and removing this variable may degrade the per-
formance of the algorithm. Since the interest of algorithm 
designers may be on performance rather than fairness, vol-
untary fairness correction is hard to expect without a binding 
mechanism.

A Radical Response: When Algorithms 
Compute the World

As we have just seen, reality tests built from categorized 
databases are very sensitive to criticism of the reductive, 
imprecise and arbitrary nature of the variables used to meas-
ure injustice and discrimination. They provide a basis for 
only a reformist and realist approach to bias mitigation. 
These aporias can explain the very profound shift taking 
place today regarding methods in AI. A new paradigm is 
emerging by transforming: (1) the nature of the data; (2) 
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the methods of calculation; and (3) the type of domination 
it exerts over society by making criticism of bias almost 
impossible.

From Observed Data to World: Construction of Fair 
Representation by Constantly Adding New Data 
“from the World”

Emerging promises associated with big data and AI are driv-
ing a major shift in the format of data. Facing criticism that 
traditional statistical categories misrepresent reality, the new 
algorithmic tests seek to reduce the arbitrariness and impre-
cision of reality tests by capturing the world. This shift is 
characterized by a considerable increase in the number of 
data, the granularization of statistical entities (which become 
sub-symbolic and can no longer be represented by catego-
ries referring to an interpretable type), the personalization of 
information, and the accumulation of behavioral traces. For 
example, AI opens personalized recruitment processes, by 
analyzing candidates’ reactions to interactive information on 
the company in job interview videos or even using external 
data, such as purchasing behavior or other traces in the social 
media (Sánchez-Monedero et al., 2020). These recruitment 
methods that use behavioral traces are supposed to be more 
accurate and performant than recruitments based on socio-
demographic categories or candidates’ degree, according to 
the promoters of these methods.

There is a recent call in the Fair ML community to find 
more precise and voluminous data about the target variable, 
to address algorithmic unfairness. Lu et al. (2019) show 
that using additional alternative data (cell phone usage and 
mobility trace information) in financial credit risk assess-
ment improves fairness towards lower-income and less-
educated loan applicants. In this paper, no causal structure 
of credit default in a latent hypothesis space is needed to 
improve fairness. Adding fine-grained user behavior data 
with cell phone usage and mobility trace has been shown 
to suffice for disadvantaged populations to be included in 
the credit offer. Similarly, the paper of Cai et al. (2020) 
claims that disparities across groups come from different 
qualities of information across groups. They suggest that 
decision makers should “…screen candidates on the mar-
gin, for whom the additional information could plausibly 
alter the allocation…” Cai et al., (2020, p. 1). In that sense, 
achieving fairness requires the collection of additional data 
and “screen off” more candidates to improve the quality of 
information about individuals.

World Reconstruction as a Statistical Space Inside 
the Algorithm

This shift in data format also comes along with a change in 
calculation techniques. If data are more decomposed and 

granular, model parametrization becomes high-dimensional 
like that in the Deep Learning method. An ex post latent 
approximation of Boltanski’s world is then supposed to be 
encoded or embedded by the high-dimensional parameters 
inside the algorithm. The ex ante latent hypothesis space 
from realist responses turns into an ex post latent data rep-
resentation between the observed space and the decision 
space inside the algorithm. We refer to this intermediary 
latent space as the statistical space2 (see Fig. 2).

How is this statistical space created inside the algorithm 
in ML? Learning low-dimensional representation from 
high-dimensional and voluminous data is a common prac-
tice in ML (Pan & Yang 2009). In the case of algorithms for 
recruiting, integrating behavioral traces (such as video data 
from the candidate’s job interview or the candidate's buying 
behavior on the Internet) is expected to automatically recon-
struct new latent representations, which were inaccessible in 
the realist configuration, such as propensity to smile, propen-
sity to have impulsive buying behavior, etc. Some authors 
similarly suggest methods to learn “Fair representation”. 
For example, Zemel et al. (2013) “formulate fairness as an 
optimization problem of finding a good representation of the 
data with two competing goals: to encode the data as well 
as possible, while simultaneously obfuscating any informa-
tion about membership in the protected group” (Zemel et al., 
2013). The authors define these representations as “Fair rep-
resentation”. Other authors construct these “fair representa-
tions” using adversarial networks (Madras et al., 2019). In 
that case, the aim is to create a neural network designed 
both to predict the target variable and to wrongly predict the 
sensitive variable using an adversarial network. This creates 
a latent statistical space that is both agnostic to the sensitive 
variable and designed to predict at best the target variable. 
This latent space is interpreted as a constructed fair space. 
More generally, among methods using an individual fair-
ness definition, there is an assumption that an “ideal feature 
space exists […], and that those features are recoverable 
in the available data” (Suresh & Guttag, 2019). For exam-
ple, Louizos et al. (2015) propose “learning representations 
that are invariant to certain nuisance or sensitive factors of 
variation in the data while retaining as much of the remain-
ing information as possible”. These representations are fair 
latent spaces abstracting the sensitive variable (sex, race) to 
achieve fairness.

While radical responses seem to annihilate the ex ante 
latent hypothesis space of realist methods (by breaking the 
path between observed space and decision space), they actu-
ally return it ex post in a materialized form of statistical 

2 Latent spaces in Machine Learning are linear combinations of the 
observed space. For example, in the case of neural networks, the sta-
tistical space is the hidden layers of the neural network.
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space. In other words, the project of the “radicalized” Fair 
ML methods could be interpreted as a recomposition of the 
entities of the world by inscribing or materializing them 
within the calculation itself (statistical space). To do this, 
these methods extend the calculation to a maximum number 
of entities in the world.3 If this project seems to be part of 
pragmatic sociology (Latour, 2005), we will see in the fol-
lowing section that it is not: it confuses the world with real-
ity and locks the calculation into what Luc Boltanski calls a 
complex regime of domination.

Complex Regime of Domination Confuses 
the World with Reality

From Simple to Complex Regime of Domination

Reality tests are tools of power. They are designed to prior-
itize, rank and distribute opportunities within our societies. 
In this way, they create asymmetries between those who 
pass the tests and those who fail. For this reason, they must 
receive some form of legitimacy: members of society must 
consider the results of the test to be “fair”. While algorith-
mic techniques are becoming increasingly important within 
reality tests (recruitment, scoring, access to credit, legal 
decisions, etc.), it is important to analyze how modes of 
domination are changing in the age of big data. In his analy-
sis, Luc Boltanski contrasts two forms of domination: “sim-
ple domination” and “complex or managerial domination” 
(Boltanski, 2011, p. 133). Whereas simple domination seeks 
to confirm the legitimacy of reality tests by merely correct-
ing the dysfunctions highlighted by criticism, managerial 
domination constitutes a new configuration of the exercise 
of power marked by the ongoing change of reality tests. It 
consists in “continuously modifying the contours of reality 
as if to inscribe the world in it” (Boltanski, 2011, p. 133). 
In order to deal with criticism that constantly underlines the 
gap between the principles put forward to justify the tests 
and reality, the new computation paradigm described above 
focuses on constantly changing the format of the tests.

Several characteristics of the complex/managerial domi-
nation regime can be highlighted. First, as we have just 
seen, algorithmic tests now rely on a massive and continu-
ous expansion of the volume and nature of data. Second, 
the information from the world embedded in the calculator 
has no longer categories that users can understand and from 

which they can make assumptions about the world. They are 
flows of behavioral traces (telephone interactions, Internet 
browsing, geolocation, etc.) from which it is very difficult 
to extract a relevant meaning—which, on the other hand, 
algorithms do. The world thus appears more and more as a 
snapshot of “life itself” (Rouvroy & Berns, 2013). Third, the 
implementation of this new type of test depends more and 
more on scientific expertise. “In the political metaphysics 
underlying this form of domination, the world is precisely 
what we can presently know, through the powers of Sci-
ence” (Boltanski, 2011, p. 131). Animated by the positiv-
ist and naturalistic project to conduct a physical science of 
society (Pentland, 2014; Zuboff, 2019), experts are the only 
ones qualified to access the world and make it available to 
calculators. In this way, they arrogate to themselves the pos-
sibility of constantly rearranging reality tests. The complex 
domination regime is thus called system of experts’ domi-
nation (“système de domination des experts”) by Boltanski. 
Experts no longer derive their justification from intelligible 
principles, but from the idea that observable data encompass 
the world as adequately as possible.

Consequences of the Complex Domination Regime

One of the major consequences of this shift from reality 
to the world is that since computational data can no longer 
be organized in the form of interpretable symbolic vari-
ables, it is no longer possible to project them into a hypoth-
esis space. In other words, the ex post fair representation 
becomes harder to interpret when models and data are 
high-dimensional (Molnar, 2018). Even though this ex post 
representation may encode very fine-tuned dependencies 
between variables missed by realist categories, there is no 
chance of guaranteeing fairness claimed by realist criticism 
without the possibility of interpreting this latent data rep-
resentation (John-Mathews, 2021). Algorithmic opacity is 
one of the greatest practical and business challenges posed 
by AI and is today the subject of many research works (Bur-
rel, 2016). For example, it is important for an algorithm of 
recruiting to be able to give an explanation of its decision-
making process. Explanations are necessary to ensure confi-
dence, prevent errors and address contestation from refused 
candidates.

Contrary to the radical approach, normalized data cat-
egories from the realist approach have the advantage of 
giving a representation to the data and to the mechanism 
underlying the algorithm. Since criticism is realist using 
mainly categorical variables, the radical response using non-
interpretable ex post statistical space cannot be compatible 
with realist criticism. In a way, the radical approach moves 
the representation of the data away from the observed data 
and encodes it inside the algorithm through a latent space. 
The challenge is then to equip and open-up this statistical 

3 “Reality” is biased because it can constantly be criticized by new 
normative expectations that arise from the “world”. As a result, in 
Luc Boltanski's conceptual framework, the world (“everything that 
happens”) cannot be biased as such. Biases only exist when viewed 
from the categories of reality (which alone can reveal the existence of 
unequal distribution or discrimination).
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space in order to guarantee fairness and build a responsibil-
ity model.

Affected individuals are no longer able to understand, 
verify and criticize the fairness of algorithms. This exclu-
sion can be detrimental to criticism or negotiation. As Luc 
Boltanski points out, the new regime of complex domination 
through which experts constantly change the reality tests by 
multiplying new variables extracted from the world is also 
a means of preventing criticism. A recent study (Saha et al., 
2020) shows that even the definition of the simplest fairness 
(demographic parity) is hard to understand and to apply, 
and that people tending to agree with the fairness defini-
tion are not likely to understand it. Another study shows 
that probability formalism has very different understandings 
depending on the level of education (Zhou & Danks, 2020). 
Other recent studies emphasize that it is possible to fool ML 
interpretation methods so that bias is hidden within the algo-
rithm (Bastani & Bayati, 2020). For instance, a candidate 
who feels discriminated by ML algorithms in a recruitment 
or a credit attribution process will encounter difficulties in 
defending his right to a judicial remedy. More generally, the 
opacity issue could lead to the emergence of a two-tiered 
society where some are excluded from the capacity to criti-
cize, while others know how to circumvent the rules.

How to Stabilize Emergent Normative 
Realities to Build a Responsibility Model?

We argue in this paper that the reality as it appears in the 
hypothetical space is essential to build a responsible model 
for AI (Martin, 2019a). Without a stabilized and meaning-
ful understanding of the roles and causes of AI outputs, it 

is indeed not possible to engage the responsibility of the 
AI designer. Even though traditional categories have limita-
tions in identifying all forms of injustice (see Sect. 3), we 
argue that we should not abandon reality but instead stabilize 
new realities that are radical enough to take into account the 
change in data format but without falling into the system 
of complex domination that encloses the calculation. How 
can this oxymoron be resolved? Pragmatic sociology offers 
an original approach to answer this question. Science and 
Technology Studies indeed proposes a radical method for 
describing the world that avoids a naive positivism—con-
fusing the world with reality—and without falling into the 
system of domination of experts that encloses any critical 
debate (Latour, 2005). On the one hand, in order to avoid 
naive and naturalistic induction (confusing the world with 
reality), pragmatic sociology gives materiality to the world’s 
entities by questioning it through active intervention. On the 
other hand, in order to avoid the domination of experts in 
the construction of reality, pragmatic sociology opens up 
the description of the world by exposing it through a public 
investigation, confronting it with contradictory discourse, 
and fostering reflexivity.4

In this section, we propose a mechanism of criticism 
anchored in a changing socio-technical world. To do that, 
we think that we need to build new reality tests alongside 
the algorithm that enlist new actors with materiality and 
reflexivity, this is the critical space. At the interface between 

Fig. 3  Stabilizing emergent normative realities to build a responsibility model

4 These two aspects from pragmatic sociology (materiality and 
reflexivity) is closely related to other research in business ethics that 
put forward embeddedness and reflection for responsibility model in 
AI (Martin 2019b).
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the hypothesis space and the statistical space, this ad hoc 
critical space should provide a grip on the socio-technical 
world while avoiding the system of expert domination that 
prevents criticism. It needs to create the conditions of pos-
sibility for the emergence of normative realities that take 
into account the changing socio-technical context. Figure 3 
provides a representation of the different operations that 
can be performed by this critical space. The critical space 
is animated by a double movement: radicalization of the 
hypothesis space (steps 1 and 2) and “putting into reality” 
the statistical space (steps 3 and 4). The radicalization of 
the hypothesis space is carried out by exploring the different 
paths between the observed space and the decision space 
opened up by the statistical space. Once the different paths 
are sufficiently deployed, the second movement recomposes 
the entities described in the previous step by aggregating 
them according to various points of view. The ad hoc critical 
space materializes or equips this double movement of explo-
ration and recomposition with a set of tools for analysis, data 
manipulation, simulation, visualization, aggregation, ad hoc 
surveys, debates, etc. Materializing the path between the 
observed space and the decision space is essential to cir-
cumvent the system of expert domination that totally aban-
dons the possibility of following the traces of transformation 
between the observed space and the decision-making space.

To illustrate these four operations, we take the example 
of a recruiting algorithm using a candidate’s both video of 
the job interview and purchasing behavior as input data 
(observed space). We consider in this schematic example 
that the ML algorithm has to predict the candidates who are 
expected to have the best evaluation 2 years after recruit-
ment as an employee (decision space). The objective of the 
algorithm is to select the best candidates (hypothesis space).

(1) Break down the objective the first step of this ethical 
exploration of the algorithm's operation is to break 
down the objective of the calculation in order to make 
designers sensitive to the diversity of paths leading to 
the result. Given the complexity of the calculations per-
formed by ML techniques when the variables are very 
numerous, designers can only make hypotheses about 
the criteria which seem to them the most relevant to 
reach the objective. What does it mean to be a “good” 
candidate for a company in a recruitment process? Who 
defines this objective? What are the most important 
criteria to define a “good” candidate? Are hard-worker, 
pleasant, competent possible criteria? These questions 
allow the definition of the axes of investigation in step 
2.

(2) Radicalizing through experimentation based on the 
questions of the previous step, the algorithm can be 
experimented through the manipulation of input data 
and the visualization of the output to better understand 

the algorithm's decision process. For example, using 
simulation tools, candidates’ purchasing behavior 
can be artificially modified in the observed space to 
observe if the recruitment decision changes in the deci-
sion space. As the statistical space is often complex 
(hidden layer of neural networks), we consider that 
experimentation through active interventions of input 
data is the appropriate way to have a local intuition of 
the behavior of the algorithm. Each of these manipula-
tions gives a different point of view on the statistical 
space. These points of view will then be used in the 
next step to stabilize new “realities”.

(3) Stabilize new realities by aggregating points of view 
using visualization tools, one shall multiply the experi-
mental interventions from the previous step until stable 
trends appear, these are the emerging realities. Since 
the algorithm draws from an infra-reality (the so-called 
world), we must succeed in constructing the categories 
that are necessary to meet our normative expectations. 
The creation and stabilization of these realities will cer-
tainly require the mediation of tools for visualization 
and interpretation that could be commonly interpret-
able. Some prospective studies have recently proposed 
to create such an ad hoc critical space of very deep 
neural network (DNN) through interactive visualization 
tools (Olah et al. 2020). For example, after intervening 
on purchasing behaviors, the algorithm’s outputs can 
be observed depending on the smiling behavior that 
is seen in the candidates’ video during the interview. 
Suppose we observe that the algorithm overselects can-
didates who smile during the job interview (over-repre-
sentation of false-positives among smiling candidates). 
But let's also suppose that, using simulation tools, we 
notice that smiling candidates with impulsive purchas-
ing behaviors are actually bad employees after recruit-
ment in the company. These different experimentations 
of input data create an emerging new category: candi-
dates smiling during the interview but with impulsive 
buying behavior. This emerging category will then be 
requalified and debated in step 4.

(4) Re-qualify the objective and open-up realities can the 
category of “candidates smiling during the job inter-
view with impulsive purchasing behavior” be a norma-
tive category for making a recruitment decision? Who 
are these people in terms of socio-demographic vari-
ables? Qualifying emerging realities may involve car-
rying out ad hoc surveys on individuals in the learning 
base, in order to retrieve new categorized data (socio-
demographic variables for example) to construct a real-
ist representation a posteriori. This ad hoc qualifica-
tion of existing data therefore requires the mediation 
of techniques, such as survey tools but also govern-
ance mechanisms that can involve external auditors, 
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ethical charters, or ethical committees. Empirical future 
research in business ethics needs to be conducted to 
better specify the practical modality of such a realist 
governance. We don’t provide any “right properties” 
for these emerging normative realities. However, we 
propose precise criteria for the process of formation 
of the normative realities. This process, that we call 
the ad hoc critical space, must be open to the socio-
(technical) world. Therefore, as many people as pos-
sible are invited (end users, data scientists, ethicists, 
AI product managers, etc.) to manipulate and stabilize 
normative realities according to their own representa-
tions.

Limitations and Future Research

The approach developed in this article is mainly specula-
tive. Drawing on the notions of world and reality from Luc 
Boltanski's pragmatic sociology, we show how the joint 
transformation of data structure and algorithmic compu-
tation calls for a reassessment of the way we think about 
fairness or discrimination in debates on AI ethics. First, we 
show that criticisms of ML unfairness are “realist”, that is, 
they are grounded in an already instituted reality based on 
demographic categories produced by institutions. Second, 
we show that the limits of realist corrections lead to the 
elaboration of radical responses to fairness, that is, responses 
which radically change the data format and the computation 
technique. By increasing the variety of initial data to capture 
a richer and denser world, new approaches to algorithmic 
prediction claim to be more authentic and truthful. Thirdly, 
we show that these new techniques contribute to obscure 
calculations by preventing them from criticism and by con-
ferring an exorbitant power to experts through “a constant 
change of data models”. However, the objective of this con-
tribution is to show that one should not renounce to submit 
these calculation techniques to a rigorous ethical evaluation 
(Ananny & Crawford, 2018). Therefore, our fourth contri-
bution is to propose a responsibility model relying on an ad 
hoc critical space avoiding experts’ domination, to build 
normative realities through multi stakeholders' discussion.

For this, two conclusive reflections should guide future 
research.

The approach we have developed in this article is part of 
a set of works criticizing the top-down approaches of the 
major AI ethical charters for being too vague (Mittelstadt, 
2019). These ethical principles fail to capture the diversity 
of injustices and discriminations that algorithms can reveal 
when the data that feed their calculations are not institutional 
categories but multiple, diverse, and overflowing signals of 
their identity (Fazelpour & Lipton, 2020). These multiple 
signals (instead of one category such as gender or race) is a 
key issue in sensible domains such as health, recruitment, 

justice, finance, where discrimination effects can highly 
impact people’s lives. In contrast to a top-down approach to 
ethics, the pragmatic approach places particular importance 
on the fact that norms for a fair distribution of resources 
must always be appreciated in situations and that they are 
embedded within the socio-technical infrastructure (Jaton, 
2021; Morley et al., 2020). When the format of the data 
infrastructure changes, the criticism of the algorithms' out-
put is necessary through a multi stakeholders’ discussion in 
order to incorporate new normative expectations. The main 
future challenge for AI ethics practitioners will be to suc-
ceed in testing and evaluating forms of injustice that will 
no longer be expressed through sensitive categories such 
as gender, age, degree or race, but through more composite 
entities, such as, for instance, in recruitment process, can-
didates smiling during the interview with impulsive buying 
behavior. As demonstrated by STS's research, it will then be 
necessary to translate these compound entities into forms 
that are easier to interpret and manipulate. This pragmatic 
approach encourages awareness of the reflexive capacity of 
individuals to appreciate with hindsight the ethical values 
that must be prioritized according to the materialized con-
text. Pragmatic sociology seems to us particularly relevant to 
capture the primordial role played by different data formats 
and computing configurations in how we give meaning to 
ethics. But if the top-down approach to algorithm ethics is 
too vague, a pragmatic one might be too flexible (Floridi, 
2019). The main future challenge for AI ethics practitioners 
will be to succeed in testing and evaluating forms of injus-
tice that will no longer be expressed through sensitive cat-
egories such as gender, age, degree or race, but through more 
composite entities such as for example candidates smiling 
during the interview in the recruitment process with impul-
sive buying behavior. As demonstrated by STS's research, 
it will then be necessary to translate these compound enti-
ties into forms that are easier to interpret and manipulate. 
Responsible governance of the decisions made by algorithm 
designers must be implemented within companies. It must 
be supported by a clear process of review and evaluation 
based on a charter of principles, as highlighted by numer-
ous works relating the implementation of ethical principles 
within organizations (Clarke, 2019). With respect to the 
pragmatic approach elaborated in this article, making the 
trajectory of prediction visible and publicly debatable within 
the ad hoc critical space is essential.

An important limitation of the approach developed in 
this paper is that it hypothesizes that current research in 
computer science and data visualization will indeed suc-
ceed in producing tools to explore the new statistical entities 
produced by ML methods. Due to the rate at which large 
database processing is developing today, the development 
of new methods and studies on the explanation of DNN 
decision-making has become an active field of research. A 
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body of research carried out notably in the computer vision 
community is focused on the development of tools and 
methods to “see” and explore the workings of deep learn-
ing techniques (Olah et al., 2020); other works concern the 
treatment of large volumes of text by Natural language pro-
cessing methods (Kim et al., 2020). They hypothesize that 
even if the explicability of calculations is unachievable, it 
is nevertheless possible to understand the paths taken by 
algorithmic predictions within datasets. These highly prom-
ising approaches remain experimental for the moment. They 
retain a great complexity that complicates the explicitation 
of the principles of computation and, therefore, an ethi-
cal examination. We believe, however, that future research 
should develop an interdisciplinary approach involving spe-
cialists in neural networks, STS, and ethics. The research 
program that such a collaboration opens up is to succeed in 
concretely designing what we have called in this article an 
ad hoc critical space that enables to stabilize the computa-
tional flows of new algorithms through reality tests. We are 
currently building and conducting experimental research on 
such a critical space with our experimental project called AI 
Autopsy Platform that allows the dissection, exploration, and 
diagnosis of AI following ethical incidents.
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